Abstract-Decompilation of Java bytecode is the act of transforming Java bytecode to Java source code. Although easier than that of decompilation of machine code, problems still arise in Java bytecode decompilation. These include type inference of local variables and exception-handling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compilation is the act of transforming a high-level language, into a low-level language such as machine code or bytecode. Decompilation is the reverse. It is the act of transforming a low-level language into a high-level language [1] . Java source code is compiled into an intermediate language known as Java bytecode. A Java virtual machine executes Java bytecode in class files conforming to the class file specification which is part of the Java Virtual Machine Specification [2] and updated in JSR202 [3] . The open specification allows tools other than Sun's Java compiler to generate and/or manipulate Java bytecode.
Java bytecode can be generated in three ways: 1) from a Java source program using a Java compiler (such as Sun's javac), 2) using a language other than Java to Java Bytecode compiler (such as JGNAT 1 ) or 3) by writing a class file by hand 2 .
Java bytecode can also be manipulated by tools such as obfuscators and optimisers which perform semanticspreserving transformations on bytecode contained within a 1 JGNAT is an open-source Ada compiler which compiles Ada source to Java bytecode 2 The tedious task of hand-writing a Java class file can be made easier by using a Java assembler, such as Jasmin [4] , which accepts a human readable form of Java bytecode instructions and generates a Java class file. Java class file. Figure I shows the Java bytecode cycle from generation to decompilation to Java source.
Java bytecode retains type information about fields, method returns and parameters but it does not, for example, contain type information for local variables. The type information in the Java class file renders the task of decompilation of bytecode easier than decompilation of machine code [5] . Decompiling Java bytecode, thus, requires analysis of most local variable types, flattening of stackbased instructions and structuring of loops and conditionals. The task of bytecode decompilation, however, is much harder than compilation. We show that often decompilers cannot fully perform their intended function [6] .
Decompilation has many applications including legitimate uses, such as the recovery of lost source code for a crucial application [7] and non-legitimate uses such as reverseengineering a proprietary application. Consider the case in which a company has lost the source code for their application and hence to continue development on the software they require recovery of source code from Java class files. The company must decompile the Java class files and attempt to recover Java source equivalent to the originally lost source. In this case, in comparison to an illegitimate use, it is likely that the company knows more about how the Java class files were generated. Knowledge of how class files are generated provides information useful in the recovery of the original source as a decompiler can be optimised for the compiler used.
If the purpose of decompilation is to simply understand a program, the syntactical correctness of a complete decompiled program may not be a high priority. Correct portions of an incorrect program could help in the understanding of a program, in contrast to the case of source recovery where correct source is needed.
In this paper we present an evaluation of existing commercial, free and open-source decompilers and attempt to measure their effectiveness using a series of test programs.
We base this paper on a survey performed in 2003 [8] which tested 9 decompilers. Some of the originally tested decompilers have been updated, some are now unavailable and there are also some new decompilers. We perform the original tests with some new decompilers and re-test other decompilers with the latest version of Java class files. We also add some of our own tests which add some decompilation problem areas which were not included in the original survey.
This paper is organised as follows: In Section II, the method of decompiler evaluation is described. In Section III, we present the results of our evaluation and in Section IV, we present our conclusions.
II. MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF JAVA DECOMPILERS
The effectiveness of a Java decompiler, depends heavily on how the bytecode was produced. Arbitrary bytecode can contain instruction sequences for which there is no valid Java source due to the more powerful and less restrictive nature of Java bytecode. For example there are no arbitrary control flow instructions in Java. In fact, many Java bytecode obfuscators rely on the fact that most decompilers fail when encountering unexpected, but valid, bytecode sequences [9] . Naeem et al. [10] suggest using software metrics [11] , [12] for measuring the effectiveness of decompilers. They compare the output of several decompilers against the input programs using software metrics. Software metrics are a good measure of the complexity of the output of a decompiler, however they cannot quantify the effectiveness of the general output of a decompiler. For each programdecompiler pair, we give a score between 0 and 9 (see Figure 2) . A score of 0 is a perfect, or good, decompilation whereas 9 means that the decompiler failed and no output was produced.
The first two categories, 0 and 1 indicate output which is both syntactically correct Java and semantically equivalent to the original. Category 1 programs, however contain code which is less readable (e.g. excessive use of labels, while loops instead of for loops etc) and/or code for which no type inference has been performed.
Programs classified as 2, 3, 4 indicate varying levels of syntactically incorrect programs. A category 2 program indicates a program with small syntax errors, such as a missing variable declaration, that can be easily corrected to produce a semantically correct program. Category 3 programs contain syntactic errors which are harder to correct, such as programs with goto statements (which do not exist in Java), and category 4 programs contain extreme syntax errors which are very difficult or impossible to correct.
Programs classified as 5, 6, 7 are syntactically correct but are not semantically equivalent to the input program. These categories of programs are, in a sense, worse than syntactically incorrect programs as they re-compile without error and may contain subtle semantic errors which are not obvious, thus large programs in these categories would require a lot of testing to ensure their correctness. Programs in category 5 contain minor semantic errors which when corrected produce a program semantically equivalent to the input program. Category 6 and 7 indicate programs that are dramatically semantically different from the input program.
Programs classified as category 8 are incomplete programs which are not decompiled in their entirety, for example a program which is missing inner classes.
Category 9 indicates that a decompiler failed to produce any output at all, and most likely failed to parse the input file. Problems could occur due to arbitrary bytecode or the latest Java class files.
A. Tests
Different Java bytecode decompilation problems are tested using programs taken from different sources which each provide a specific area to test.
The original survey showed that different decompilers are sometimes better in different areas but no decompiler passed all the tests [8] . Of the decompilers tested in the original survey, JODE performed the best by correctly decompiling 6 out of the 9 test programs, with Dava and Jad close behind.
In our tests we include two types of Java class file: those generated by javac and those generated by other tools. Java source files are compiled with javac version 1.6.0 10. Arbitrary Java class files include two hand-written using the Jasmin assembler version 2.1, one optimised using the Soot Framework and one compiled by JGNAT. We use the test programs from the original survey, where possible, and also extend the evaluation to include more problem areas such as the correct decompilation of tryfinally blocks and local variable slot re-use. The Java class files were decompiled using each decompiler and the result was classified into one of our ten categories of decompiler effectiveness. The class files considered were:
Fibonacci is a trivial test for a decompiler. It is a fairly simple program to output the Fibonacci number of a given input number. The original paper [14] , written by the developers of Dava, tested three different decompilers against Dava. They showed that their decompiler could correctly type the variables whereas the other decompilers failed to do so.
TryFinally is a simple test to determine whether decompilers can decompile the implementation of tryfinally blocks using inline code instead of Java bytecode subroutines. Many of the old decompilers expect the use of subroutines for try-finally blocks but javac 1.4.2+ generates inline code instead. ControlFlow [14] is a program which tests a decompiler's handling of control flow. Exceptions [14] contains two intersecting try-catch blocks. The intersecting try-catch block is allowed in Java bytecode but would not be generated by a Java compiler -the program here is created using Jasmin. The program used in the original tests is incorrect and Dava, which should be able to decompile the program, exits with a null pointer exception. A re-written version is used in our tests based on the call graph in the original paper [14] .
Optimised was generated by using the Soot optimiser on the TypeInference test program. An example of an optimisation that has been performed is the removal of the dup opcode (which duplicates the value on the top of the stack) and replacing it with load and store instructions.
VariableReUse re-uses the local variable slot 0 in the main method. At the start of the method local variable slot 0 is of type String[] but it is then re-used as type int. A compiler would not generate such code that we created using Jasmin. Multiple types for local variables is valid bytecode as long as the lifetimes of the two uses of the local variable does not overlap [15] i.e. a local variable only has the type (and value) of the last variable stored in it. Ada [16] is an implementation of the game Connect Four originally written in Ada and compiled with JGNAT to Java bytecode. This program provides an example of a source language other than Java for a Java decompiler to handle. Such programs potentially contain code which cannot easily be decompiled to Java source due to unexpected bytecode sequences generated by a non-Java to Java bytecode compiler. The original survey used a different Ada program compiled to Java bytecode which we could not obtain.
III. THE EVALUATION
The following decompilers were tested:
Mocha [17] , released as a beta version in 1996, was one of the first decompilers available for Java along with a companion obfuscator named Crema. Mocha can only decompile earlier versions of Java as it is an old program. Mocha is obsolete but is still available on several websites as the original license permitted its free distribution. SourceTec (Jasmine) [18] , also known as Jasmine, is another unmaintained old compiler which is a patch to Mocha. The installation process involves providing Mocha's class files which are then patched by SourceTec (Jasmine). [30] is an open-source decompiler written in Java which was last released at version 2.0 in May, 2008. jdec is aimed at the decompilation of bytecode generated by Sun's javac compiler and therefore will probably have problems decompiling the arbitrary code. Java Decompiler [31] is a free Java decompiler aimed at decompiling Java 5 and above class files. It is in its early stages, at only version 0.2.7, and has been in development for about a year. NMI Code Viewer was included in the original survey with results 'startlingly similar' to Jad [8] . We do not include this (unmaintained) decompiler as, in actual fact, it is a front-end for Jad [21] . jAscii was included in the original survey, with poor results [8] , but it is now obsolete and unavailable for our evaluation.
A. Results
ClassCracker3 did not decompile any of our test programs completely with just the method signatures in the resulting Java source file. Dava, being a decompiler aimed at arbitrary bytecode, performed better than other decompilers in tests with class files that were not generated by javac. However, for the others it did not perform as well. It could not decompile the trivial, TryFinally program which most other decompilers could. Dava attempts to reconstruct the program's control flow whereas other decompilers recognise the pattern of a try-finally block and reverse it. Dava perfectly decompiles the Exception test program which is unsurprising as this test program is from the creators of Dava. Interestingly, Dava was unable to correctly decompile the TypeInference test program, which was created originally to show that Dava outperforms other decompilers, due to a failure to insert a simple typecast for an argument in a method invocation. However, the main problem that the TypeInference test program is designed to show, type inference of a specific variable, was performed correctly. Jad produced some pleasing results, with a similar score to JODE. Jad performs best with javac generated code and fails to correctly decompile arbitrary bytecode. Jad also fails the trivial TryFinally test program which is due to Jad being outdated -finally blocks used to be implemented using subroutines but javac no longer generates subroutines and instead in-lines finally blocks. Jad correctly decompiles three javac generated class files whereas Dava only correctly decompiles two of these, which demonstrates the difference between between the two types of decompiler. Jad is comparable to Java Decompiler and SourceAgain and overall performs very similarly. Java Decompiler is a newer decompiler which outperforms all other decompilers in terms of our effectiveness measures. The reason which Java Decompiler out performs Dava is that it is correctly able to decompile the TryFinally and InnerClass test programs, which are both javac generated. Java Decompiler has some trouble decompiling arbitrary bytecode but does this better than most of the other decompilers, except Dava. Java Decompiler outperforms Jad and JODE by performing slightly better with arbitrary bytecode. Java Decompiler decompiles 3 programs correctly, two less than JODE. Java Decompiler produces the same mistake in the TypeInference test program as Dava -a missing typecast. Java Decompiler and Dava fall behind in the number of correct decompilations because of this (easily corrected) syntactic mistake. jdec is another javac orientated decompiler but does not perform as well as the other newer decompilers. Java Decompiler can correctly decompile inner classes while jdec cannot. jdec also cannot decompile arbitrary bytecode correctly. JODE has a similar overall result to Dava and Jad but is beaten using our effectiveness measures by Java Decompiler. In comparison to Java Decompiler and Jad, JODE is able to decompile 5 test programs perfectly whereas Java Decompiler and Jad decompile 3 correctly. Surprisingly JODE is unable to correctly decompile the TryFinally test program. JODE was the best decompiler in the original survey and is still one of the best in our evaluation. jReversePro performed badly in many of the tests and was unable to decompile the test programs correctly, as it can not parse the latest class file format. In fact, jReversePro failed to parse many of the test programs and only partially decompiled others. The remaining programs produced were semantically incorrect. Mocha is an obsolete decompiler which never made it past a beta version, though we include it here as it is still available to use. The results from Mocha are not surprising as they confirm that Mocha is no longer a viable decompiler for the latest Java class files. Mocha fails to parse all programs generated by the latest version of javac.
SourceAgain is the only commercial decompiler that performed well in our tests. SourceAgain is able to perfectly decompile four of our test programs including the Args test program which is only decompiled correctly by JODE and Dava. The product is no longer sold or supported and is only available online to decompiler single class files. SourceAgain is therefore obsolete.
SourceTec (Jasmine) a patch to Mocha, also fails to parse all javac generated class files producing the same results as Mocha.
No decompiler was able to decompile all test programs with JODE decompiling the most programs correctly. JODE only managed to decompile 5 programs correctly while four (unmaintained) decompilers could not decompile any of the test programs correctly. The top three javac oriented decompilers were JODE, Jad and Java Decompiler whereas the worst decompilers were the unmaintained commercial decompilers -SourceTec, ClassCracker3 and Mocha. Some decompilers failed simply because they could not parse the latest class files or arbitrary class files.
Dava, unsurprisingly, was better at decompiling the arbitrary bytecode test programs than the javac test programs. Dava is the second best decompiler based on our effectiveness measures, but is the best arbitrary bytecode decompiler. Dava performs similarly to jdec with javac generated bytecode, both decompiling two of these correctly. Overall Dava decompiles correctly twice the number of programs that jdec decompiles, and one less than JODE.
Java Decompiler scored the highest using our effectiveness measures, beating Jad and JODE by performing slightly better at decompiling the arbitrary bytecode programs. JODE was able to decompile two more programs correctly than Java Decompiler and Jad though. JODE was the best decompiler in the original survey and is still one of the best in our evaluation but Java Decompiler beats JODE with our effectiveness measures. JODE performs similarly to Jad and Java Decompiler with javac generated bytecode in our tests.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Many of the companies producing commercial decompilers have disappeared and their decompilers have been left unmaintained. Even some free and/or open-source decompilers such as Jad and JODE have been unmaintained for some time. Jad is not open-source so the project cannot be taken up by others and the last major update was in 2001.
Decompilation has many uses in the real world, such as the recovery of lost source code for a crucial application [7] , therefore if the quality of Java decompilers increased they might be of more use commercially.
One of the most active decompiler projects is the opensource Dava [14] , [25] - [28] decompiler, part of the Soot Optimisation Framework [29] , which is a research project carried out by the Sable Research Group at McGill University. Dava differs from other decompilers in that it aims to decompile arbitrary bytecode whereas other decompilers rely on known patterns produced by Java compilers (and this is usually javac). Dava is better at decompiling arbitrary bytecode whereas other decompilers are better at decompiling javac generated bytecode.
A decompiler aimed at decompiling arbitrary bytecode, like Dava, can be more useful in some instances than a decompiler aimed at bytecode generated by a specific compiler. Java bytecode can be generated by tools other than a Java decompiler and many decompilers are aimed at patterns produced by Java decompilers and some specifically javac. Knowing the patterns that a compiler will produce makes decompilation of bytecode easier and it can sometimes be just a matter of reversing those patterns.
Decompiling bytecode arbitrarily, i.e. not by inverting known patterns produced by compilers, can be a disadvantage in some cases, for example Dava could not correctly decompile the trivial TryFinally test program. Other decompilers could decompile this test program by finding a known pattern produced by a compiler for try-finally blocks.
Though there is a lack of commercial Java decompilers Java bytecode decompilation and decompilation in general are fruitful research areas. One of the main areas for research is type inference both in bytecode (e.g. [15] , [28] , [32] ) and machine code (e.g. [33] ). The task of type inference in Java bytecode is simpler than that of machine code due to the information contained within a Java class file -a Java class file contains type information for fields and method parameters and returns.
Type inference is an interesting problem in decompilation and two of the best decompilers tested (Dava and JODE) were both able to correctly type the variables in the type inference test. Most other decompilers, which did not perform type inference, typed variables as Object and inserted a typecast where necessary. The type inference problem is NPHard in the worst case [34] , however, if the type inference algorithm is optimised for the common-case rather than the worst case it is possible to perform type analysis efficiently for most real-world code as worst-case scenarios are unlikely [32] .
All the decompilers tested had some problems decompiling some of the tests. In terms of our effectiveness measures, Dava, Jad, Java Decompiler and JODE were the four best decompilers (excluding SourceAgain). Of these, JODE and Java Decompiler are the best decompilers: JODE correctly decompiles 5 out of the 10 test programs correctly and Java Decompiler performs best using our effectiveness measures but decompiles two less programs correctly. JODE is opensource and is therefore open to further improvements but is not currently maintained, while Java Decompiler is in development and available free (but is not open-source). Unfortunately Jad is unmaintained, and closed-source, so is not guaranteed to work for future versions of Java class files. The commercial decompiler SourceAgain performs well in the effectiveness measures, but was only able to decompile 4 programs correctly -the same number as Dava. SourceAgain performed similarly to Jad but is now obsolete and only available as a web application which can decompile single class files. Java Decompiler is a newer decompiler in active development, which performs highest in our effectiveness measures and correctly decompiles 3 out of 10 programs. This decompiler performs best at javac generated bytecode and may improve in the future even more as it is in development.
Knowing the tool that generated a class file can be useful in knowing which decompiler to use. If a class file was generated by javac then a javac specific decompiler would be more useful than an arbitrary decompiler such as Dava. If the class file was generated by other means, or modified by an obfuscator or optimiser, a javac specific decompiler would most likely fail so an arbitrary decompiler would be more useful in this case.
We have demonstrated the effectiveness of several Java decompilers on a small set of test programs, each of which were designed to test different problem areas in decompilation. Such a small test set of programs may not be representative of real-world Java programs and, in fact, some problem areas tested may not be of high relevance in realworld programs.
In terms of our evaluation, Dava, Java Decompiler and JODE are the best decompilers, with Dava being the best arbitrary bytecode decompiler. Dava faces some challenges in decompilation of Java specific code while the other decompilers have problems with arbitrary bytecode. Future work will investigate the possibility of combining the desirable features of these to produce a single decompiler capable of decompilation of both Java specific features (such as tryfinally blocks) and arbitrary bytecode.
